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OPINION EDITORIAL 
 
Twenty Members of Congress from Five States Stand Together to Oppose Missouri River 
Master Manual Revisions 
 
Twenty members of Congress representing five states in the Missouri River Basin are to be 

commended for their December 17 letter to Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) Jo 

Ellen Darcy. The bipartisan letter strongly urged the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and U.S. Fish 

and Wildlife Service “to only pursue a [Missouri River] management plan that would not 

necessitate a revision of the Master Manual or incur damaging impacts to stakeholders and 

landowners.”   

Coordinated by Missouri Senator Roy Blunt and Congressman Blaine Luetkemeyer and signed 

by their colleagues from Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota and Missouri, the letter 

expressed concern with alternatives proposed in the Missouri River Recovery Management Plan 

and Environmental Impact Statement.  

Six alternatives propose a variety of actions for species recovery. Four of the alternatives would 

require Master Manual revisions. 

According to the letter, “The proposed alternatives call for significant changes to the operation 

of the mainstem reservoir system including alterations to the spring pulse, addition of a fall 

pulse, and addition of a low summer flow. These actions could threaten water supply for 

municipal use and agricultural irrigation, create difficulties for controlling flood risks, eliminate 

the navigation season, and reduce recreational opportunities. In short, revising the Master 

Manual to adhere exclusively to a single purpose would be to the detriment of the other 

authorized purposes.” 

The Master Manual acts as a guide for daily operations of the Missouri River including all eight 

congressionally authorized purposes – the two dominant purposes being flood control and 

navigation. It has been revised in recent years, the most notable revision occurring in 2004 after 

a protracted 17-year period at a taxpayer cost of nearly $30 million.  

Recent Missouri flooding provides evidence that flood control should always be a management 

priority. River stages associated with large rain events can jump unexpectedly by over 10 feet in 

a short period. These events are all too often unforeseen by weather forecasters; therefore, 

they could occur in association with the manmade spring and fall releases.  

The proposed spring and fall releases, under specific variables, could potentially raise river 

stages in St. Joseph by nearly five feet in April and October.  



The addition of unexpected natural flood water on top of five feet of manmade water releases 

places landowners, businesses and municipalities at great risk. 

In addition, the low summer flow alternative would decimate navigation in the years it would 

be implemented. Environmentally-friendly navigation is critical to the movement of goods plus 

its structures are the foundation of the Bank Stabilization and Navigation Project that provides 

the basis of flood control operations.  

Missouri River navigation flows also provide critical flow support for municipal water supplies 

and thermal power intakes. They also provided 72 percent of the navigation flows to the Middle 

Mississippi river reach during the 2012 drought. Had it not been for these flows, Mississippi 

River commerce may have ceased causing great expense to the nation. 

Missouri River stakeholders agree with Members of Congress that “…alternatives should be 

guided by the best available science, should seek to minimize risks to stakeholders, and should 

be constrained by the guidelines set out in the current Master Manual.” 

It is our hope this bipartisan letter from those representing Missouri River states speaks loudly 

to Missouri River management decision makers.   
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